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                                                                Abstract:  

A narrative of India’s foreign policy would unambiguously outline its ascendance as a deserving 

major power in world politics. A theoretical, structure-agency reading of foreign policy however 

reveals a complex interplay of factors behind India’s rise; evolving material capabilities and power, 

and normative and ideational forces. From its inception as a sovereign state, India envisioned itself 

as a great power even though there were considerable obstacles to this. Despite India’s meteoric 

rise in the post 1998 period, it has not succeeded in translating its material preponderance into 

either strategic consensus or astute leadership of the sub-continent. The chief argument of this 

article is that India serves as a test case for the foreign policy of a state being compulsorily 

structured by the complex interaction of systemic forces on one hand, and agential actions on the 

other. 
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                                                                   Resumen: 

Una narrativa de la política exterior de la India esboza inequívocamente su ascenso como una 

potencia principal en la política mundial. Sin embargo, una lectura teórica y de estructura-

autonomía de la política exterior revela una compleja interacción de factores existente tras el 

ascenso de la India; capacidades y poder, y consistencia normativa e ideacional. Desde su 

creación como Estado soberano, la India se consideró a sí misma como un gran poder, a pesar 

de que había obstáculos considerables para su realización. A pesar del ascenso meteórico de la 

India en el período posterior a 1998, no ha logrado traducir su preponderancia material ni en 

consenso estratégico ni en un liderazgo sagaz del subcontinente. El principal argumento de este 

artículo es que la India constituye un caso práctico de la política exterior de un Estado que está 

forzosamente estructurado por la compleja interacción tanto de fuerzas sistémicas como de 

acciones autónomas  
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1. Introduction 

An objective narrative of India’s foreign policy would unambiguously outline its ascendance 

as a deserving major power in world politics. In the post-Cold War era, it has cultivated high 

stakes to emerge as a global player with strong bilateral equations with traditional major 

powers. As Prime Minister Modi recently observed, “India’s stature has increased at the world 

stage. Be it Africa or small Pacific countries, or ASEAN or Europe or Asia, all of them are 

looking at India as a trusted friend.”3 A theoretical, structure-agency reading of foreign policy 

however reveals a complex interplay of factors behind India’s rise; evolving material 

capabilities and power, and normative and ideational forces. In other words, the systemic 

context conditions a state’s foreign policy; this elicits responses from the structure, 

notwithstanding the ideational, political and cultural factors that qualify these structural signals. 

When a state’s capabilities alter, the foreign policy also changes in response. The clincher 

remains the perennial gap between structural causation and agential response.  

Adopting this perspective in India’s context, structural factors and agential responses 

can both be located and linked to the overall approach in general, and foreign policy formations 

in particular. From its inception as a sovereign state, India envisioned itself as a great power. 

There were considerable ground-level obstacles to this; material weaknesses, absence of 

strategic reach and depth, manifest lack of an international recognition of its great power 

potential, and the resistance of reigning great powers toward India. The gap between the thought 

and constraints began to be mitigated in the post-Cold War years, when Indian foreign policy 

began to display a persistent ambition and strive to establish itself as a major power and to 

obviate the structural challenges issuing from the global system. But observers and practitioners 

have always contested the claim to this kind of great power status and its recognition in the 

region. Moreover, partly due to Pakistan’s adroitness and ability to engage extra-regional 

actors, the United States and China frustrated India’s attempts to unite the sub-continent through 

its own vision of strategic autonomy. Also, despite India’s meteoric rise in the post 1998 period, 

it has not succeeded in translating its material preponderance into either strategic consensus or 

astute leadership of the sub-continent. The chief argument of this article is that India serves as 

a test case for the foreign policy of a state being compulsorily structured by the complex 

interaction of systemic forces on one hand, and agential actions on the other.4 Middle level 

powers aspiring to a great power status, struggle to articulate policies in the light of their 

sovereign intent since existing great powers tend to curb their ambitions. While some states 

manage to prevail against such systemic constraints in the long run, others capitulate.  

To trace India’s qualified and often contested rise and audit its foreign policy assertions, 

we must examine the levels, structures and agency exhibited and coveted by the country. The 

first section of the article traces India’s interaction as a middle level power with great powers, 

and the almost unending influences of structural and systemic constraints. The regional 

dynamics and constraints are discussed in the next section to highlight India’s power 

negotiations in its immediate neighbourhood. Finally, India’s own agency in manoeuvring 

                                                           
3 Roy Chowdhury, Dipanjan. “India is going through period of change: Modi”, The Economic Times, 19 April 

2018, at https://m.economicstimes.com/news/politics-and-nation/india-is-going-through-period-of-change-

modi/articleshow/63823842.cms)  
4 Rose, Gideon: “Review: Neoclassical realism and theories of foreign policy”, World Politics, vol. 51, nº1, 1998, 

pp. 144–172; Schweller, Randall L. (2006): Unanswered Threats: Political Constraints on the Balance of Power, 

Princeton, NJ, Princeton University Press; Zakaria, Fareed (1998): From Wealth to Power: The Unusual Origins 

of America’s World Role, Princeton, NJ, Princeton University Press; Wohlforth, William C. (1993): The Elusive 

Balance: Power and Perceptions during the Cold War, Ithaca, NY, Cornell University Press. 
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through structural shackles to assert its claim to major power status is discussed. The article 

concludes with a theoretical discussion on prospects and limitations of India’s rise.  

2. A Theoretical Reading of Levels and Structures 

India as a middle level power interacts constantly with great powers and lesser states. In vein 

with the theoretical approach of this article, structural explanation of the relations can be 

provided, arguing that it is the structure that determines the schedule of interests for states and 

no state can therefore pursue policies vis-à-vis another state that go against the logic of the 

given structure.5. To quote Rajgopalan and Sahni:  

 

“Thus, our focus should be on the state of global balance of power and the nature of 

the international system that it gives rise to. The nature of their systems exerts a certain 

amount of influence on the strategic policy choices of the states in that particular 

system. Examining such (international systemic) pressures on national policies and 

on the outcomes of inter-state relations is different from examining the foreign 

policies of great powers or the policies of regional actors.”6  

 

However, it cannot be glossed over that pure structural theories cannot efficiently explain 

foreign policy approaches of states, and its changes over time. Structural theories employ the 

concept of polarity to define a system; poles are defined by concentrations of power at the unit 

level. They change when the number of states (units) inhabiting a system having the power to 

inflict unacceptable damage on their adversaries vary. But how does power accumulate in a 

state? A pure structural theory of world politics is unable to account for this.  

It would be prudent to argue that unless interaction capacity as a process variable is interposed 

between the structure and the units neither the so-called structural effect -that shoves and pushes 

the units- nor the variations in the distribution of power can be properly explained.  

 

To get to the matter more directly, it is necessary to look at the debates between 

structural realists and neo-classical realists a bit closely. Waltz (1979/1996) contrasts this theory 

of international politics from foreign policy theories by saying that they are different in purpose. 

A structural theory of world policies explains why different states behave similarly; while 

foreign policy theory reasons out why similarly placed states behave differently. This is simple 

enough from Waltz‘s view point. As oligopolistic firm cannot wish away the fact of a 

competitive market but can manipulate the latter to advance its cause, so similarly, powerful 

states cannot be immune to structural (systemic) effects through they can work their ways 

through them.  

 

Analyzing this disctinction more closely, we find that it is true that all kinds of states, 

regardless of their domestic composition, are primarily interested in physical survival. But 

beyond recognizing their cardinal interest in survival, states do differ on other things, primarily; 

the choice of strategy and the means of survival. Hence, realists must introduce secondary 

assumptions having crucial bearings on motives, costs and presumptions of behaviour. A few 

analytical illustrations are instructive at this stage. Faced with a threatening environment, states 

can balance, bandwagon, hide or even seek to transcend the setting.  

It also must be kept in mind that for a state, security might mean either holding on to their 

positions or seek domination over their adversaries (hegemony). In a multipolar system, states 

might either chain gain or buck pass. These forms of state behaviour are apparently all 

                                                           
5   Rajgopalan, Rajesh and Sahni Varun: “India and the Great Powers: Strategic Imperatives, Normative 

Necessities, South Asian Survey, vol.15, nº1, 2008, pp.12-13. 
6  Ibid, p. 13 
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sanctioned by structural realism (neorealism) but they are definitely not the same. This seems 

to suggest that beyond establishing the universal desire of states to obtain security/survival 

through self-help means, which includes internal balancing as well as alliances (external 

balancing), structural realism will say little about what actually a state will do in its foreign 

policy behaviour. Structural realists could still defend their parsimony in the face of such 

ambiguity and multiple findings. They can argue that such under-specification or indeterminacy 

is nothing peculiar to their theory. Great powers are expected to balance and maintain the 

stability of the system. If some great powers refrain from doing this, the explanation will have 

to be sought at lower (domestic) levels. Similarly, weaker or lesser powers are supposed to be 

susceptible to the constraints imposed by the system structure. If they leave their security to 

chance, they are only abandoning their primary responsibility whose outcome may indeed be 

catastrophic for them. Such inability, however, is an exceptional condition, and requires 

explanation at the domestic level. If anything, it is not for a systemic theory to explain such 

deviations.  

 

Despite this, deviations happen and irregularities occur in foreign affairs, and unless one 

were to concede more ground to non-systemic factors, no proper explanation of such behaviour 

is possible. Two fundamental points beg consideration in the light of this tension. First, the 

systemic or structural effects are not free-standing; as Alexander Wendt had show so clearly, 

the structure and the units constitute each other.7 Therefore, there is hardly a pure structural 

effect. The distribution of power is never automatic; and no structural realist has provided a 

convincing explanation why it should be treated as a system level variable at all. A large number 

of intervening factors are involved here. To lump them with the unit level is most unrewarding 

as a theoretical argument. The nature of the global structure is vital; but this global entity has 

multiple modes of working; which leverage the units diversely. Secondly, the constraints and 

opportunities of the system structure are invariably filtered and mediated through domestic level 

variables. The fact that states often do not behave the way structural realists predict is because 

of the role played by domestic variables. What is distinctive about the contemporary global 

system is brilliantly brought out the Ashley Tellis.8. He says that in the last one millennium, the 

motives of states have not changed. Survival remains the unique leitmotif of all states. Again, 

the modes of survival have also not undergone any radical transformation: states either produce 

the deterrence capacity themselves through internal mobilization of resources or join with other 

states in alliance for that purpose. The nature of the global system decides the choice of 

strategies. In the Cold War years of biporality, the warring camps were close-unit universes; 

they were not required to communicate with their rivals or adversaries for economic growth 

and prosperity. In the present system, globalization has altered the logic of relations between 

adversaries; they now compete in connection with each other for mutual economic development 

and prosperity. Unlike the past, they do not have the luxury to cut off themselves into autocratic 

camps. The resulting gains from such economic exchanges are however fed into the rivalry 

itself. This complex dynamic of the present global order is the structure within which major 

powers strategize vis-à-vis each other. Just as the US faces competition from China in a 

condition of extremely high mutual economic interdependence, so must India and China 

manage their competitions in the days ahead. Even if relations were to deteriorate for 

political/power reasons, the states in each other’s economy would continue to condition the 

overall dynamics of their ties.9  

                                                           
7  Wendt, Alexander (1999): Social Theory of International Politics, London, Cambridge University Press. 
8  Tellis, Ashley J.: “India in Asian Geopolitics”, in Prakash Nanda (ed) (2007): Rising India: Friends and Foes, 

New Delhi, Lancer, pp. 118-130. 
9  Ibid, 127-129 
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3. The Changing International Structure in Post-Cold War Years 

The collapse of the Soviet Union irrevocably transformed the international system from 

bipolarity to unipolarity. Though many structural realists doubted this transformation, the 

nature of world politics witnessed during the period from 1991/92 to 2005 clearly validates the 

unipolar character of the system. This is best illustrated by a quick glance into the major 

movements of crisis of this period which may be briefly considered. In 1991, the First Gulf War 

took place which saw Iraq being pitted against a multi-national coalition led by the United 

States. It is instructive to note that all prospective great powers of this era; Germany, Japan, 

Russia and China either supported the war or stayed neutral, which tantamount to tacit consent. 

There was no veto exercised by the four great powers; Russia, China, UK and France against 

George Bush’s decision to take military action against Saddam Hussein. This does not mean 

that the American action received wide legitimacy. The opposite seems be to true inasmuch as 

though the American action did not enjoy wide-spread legitimacy, there was no manifest great 

power action against it.  

 

The second case was the Afghanistan war of 2001, which once again saw an Atlantic 

coalition bypassing the United Nation’s Security Council mechanism and launching a 

disproportionate military strike against Afghanistan. The reasons of this crisis are well known 

to be recapitulated here. Once more, even though allies disapproved of the entire set of 

American justifications offered and many neutral states criticized the character of the US 

primitive measures, there was no military counter to the American offensive. On the contrary, 

the Afghanistan war was largely supported by the other great powers on the ground that it was 

symptomatic of the hegemon’s willingness to engage in desirable collective action meant to 

eliminate a common threat. The international isolation of the Taliban regime and the widely 

shared belief in its complicity with Al-Qaeda forces responsible for the destruction of the Twin 

Towers united the major powers behind the American lead. Even as U.S presence drags on for 

the seventeenth consecutive year in Afghanistan, experts believe that despite thousands dying, 

the U.S is unwilling to avoid leaving a free space in Afghanistan for terrorists to plan and 

execute attacks, such as existed in the lead-up to the September 11, 2001, attacks. They intend 

to build Afghan governance, control the areas it supposedly has sovereignty over and eliminate 

the save havens.10 

The standard balance of power would explain this behaviour by the persistence of 

unipolarity, although the durability of unipolarity goes against the prediction of the theory. For, 

if the international system was multipolar, this kind of behaviour would have been extremely 

remote. The balance of threat variant would say that countervailing coalitions to the American 

preponderance did not form as the American role seemed benevolent for the other great powers, 

regardless of the strategic consequences of a comprehensive American victory.  

 

The final test-case for the unipolar international system was the unprovoked American 

military expedition against Iraq in 2003, which led to the collapse of the Saddam regime. The 

US conduct in this case was nothing short of outrageous, since the justification offered for the 

war, the evidence that Iraq was actively building and hiding weapons of mass destruction, 

turned out to be utterly false and baseless by both credible international sources and a number 

of American agencies themselves. This crisis saw the fracture of the Western alliance as never 

before in the post 1991 period, with the EU as a group and France and Germany as member 

                                                           
10

 Westcott, Ben. “Afghanistan: 16 years, thousands of dead and no clear end in sight”, CNN, 1 November 2017, 

at https://edition.cnn.com/2017/08/21/asia/afghanistan-war-explainer/index.html 
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states, openly criticizing the American action. Russia and China also preferred a policy of 

moderation and Security Council involvement in place of unilateral American action. Despite 

these oppositions, pleas, protestations and criticisms, the United States prevailed upon a course 

of unilateral military action by completely bypassing the United Nations. Second, the great 

powers other than the United States evidently did not militarily oppose the United States as 

they lacked any meaningful capability or intent to deter the American offensive. It can thus be 

asserted that the present international system is truly unipolar because the dominant power is 

able to exercise power over and above other great powers in the system. China apparently has 

the assets to turn into a superpower in future, if it can sustain its economic performance and 

military modernization. The experts are, however, divided over the challenge that China throws 

up at present. Moreover, China‘s neighbourhood remains unsettled and provocative. But 

China‘s capabilities are on the up, and she is engaged in unprecedented investments in a strategy 

of vigorous diplomacy not only in Asia but in the energy-intensive states of the African 

continent that is clearly indicative of an evolving grand strategy of a super power in the making, 

which, in the long run, might transform the present unipolar system into a bipolar one. 

 

For India, unipolarity levelled a major structural threat to the imperatives of foreign 

policy. Security scenario was jeopardized not only by the loss of Soviet support but also with 

the waning of India’s relations with the Clinton administration and Washington’s ties with 

Pakistan and China becoming better. Inder Kumar Gujral, then the Indian ambassador to 

Moscow, summarized the Indian response in the following way: 

‘Perestroika and the new Soviet foreign policy…offer us the prospects of dealing with 

both East and West without affecting our close and purposeful relations with the 

U.S.S.R. The strategy and nuances of these dealings have to be worked out carefully 

with one point in mind: our policy must, under no circumstances, smack of 

opportunism or dilute our time-tested friendship with the U.S.S.R.’ 11 

 

Constrained by the logic of structural unipolarity, India sought to carve a new power 

imagination through a curious mixture of bandwagoning and balancing vis-à-vis the United 

States. During the Iraq war of 1991 India supported the US-led coalition in broad terms. It 

allowed US planes to refuel from its air bases despite domestic dissent. Post 9/11, once again 

India supported the US action in Afghanistan. After 2001, India’s difference with the P-5 states 

over its positions on CTBT and the NPT also became narrower. It began to signal its willingness 

to sign these instruments if the P-5 states were willing to accept it within their ranks, with 

similar prestige and responsibilities. Most conspicuous of bandwagoning behaviour has been 

its vote against Iran on the nuclear issue. However, on other issues it continued to differ with 

the US-led West. It did not support the US war against Iraq in 2003, although it did not openly 

demonstrate any hostility either. There still remain problems over the issue of obtaining a 

permanent seat in the United Nations Security Council, and over the ambit or scope of its 

nuclear programme. As Kanti Bajpai notes, India seems to prefer a strategy of internal balances 

to become militarily strong enough to resist entanglements.12 Though India understands that 

this new-forged partnership with the US is a means to preserve American dominance in the 

Asian balance of power, open greater opportunities for American companies eager to exploit 

the vast potential of a rapidly growing Indian economy, and lend evidence to the American 

                                                           
11 Chari, P.R, Cheema Pervaiz Iqbal and Cohen Stephen Philip (2003): Perception, Politics and Security in South 

Asia, London and New York, Routledge-Curzon, p.15 
12 Bajpai, Kanti: ‘India: Modified Structuralism’, in Muttiah Alagappa (ed.) (1998): Asian Security Practice. 

Material and Ideational Influences, Stanford and California, Stanford University Press, p.178 
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version of a partnership of democratic states, its ultimate value is that it helps New Delhi to 

expand its national power. Although this growth in capabilities leads India inexorably to 

formally demand a ‘multipolar world, the leadership in New Delhi is realistic enough to 

understand that American primacy is unlikely to be dethroned any time soon and certainly not 

as a result of the growth in Indian power’.13  It is felt that issues and areas where India would 

want to project this power are consistent with US interests or, definitely would not contradict 

them.14  

The post-Cold War period has also lent a renewed garb to India’s relationship with 

China. While their power competition is inevitable, this rivalry would have to be managed in a 

world of myriad interdependent ties and economic linkages, where the spoils would have to be 

carefully invested into the relationship to ensure that none of the players succeed in leveraging 

the benefits unilaterally. This is an exceedingly complex challenge for both the states and 

India’s great power potential would hinge significantly on how she manages her relations with 

her sprawling and powerful northern neighbour. India’s power imagination in foreign policy 

strategy needs to thus, be mindful of both structural constraints and an explicit great power 

ambition that invests the agency with significant autonomy often at variance with its actual 

capability or the degree of external opposition. As Bajpai puts it, ‘Indian decision makers do 

not appear relentlessly preoccupied with power and its deployment. Indeed, they repeatedly 

turn to other resources and methods.’15 In the light of Prime Minister Modi’s recent visit to 

Sweden (April 2018), C. Raja Mohan observes that a ‘mould has been broken in India’s 

diplomacy; that of excessively focusing on the bilateral to begin collective engagement with 

key regional groups and nurturing inherited good relations with small but influential countries 

like Sweden or build new ones.16  

4. South Asian Regional sub-systemic Structure 

At the regional level, the Cold War trends apparently continued, with India having major 

conflicts, leading to a series of crises, with Pakistan, and having major difficulties in its foreign 

relations with Bangladesh, Nepal and, to a somewhat lesser degree, with Sri Lanka. India‘s 

conflicts with Pakistan centred primarily on Kashmir, but also involved other territorial issues, 

like the Siachin Glacier, and military rivalry that included a distinct nuclear and missile 

component. The bitter contestation over Kashmir in the forms of India‘s accusation of 

Pakistan‘s involvement and support of terrorist movements in the Kashmir valley, Pakistan‘s 

counter narrative of Kashmir being strangulated by the Indian army, a spiraling political rivalry 

in Pakistan between Nawaz Sharif and Benazir Bhutto that continuously utilized the anti-India 

rhetoric, leading to further escalation of the problem, a spate of border crossing and exchanges 

                                                           
13 Tellis, Ashley J. (2005): India as a New Global Power: An Action Agenda for the United States, Washington 

D.C., Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, p. 8 
14 The structural inspiration of this transformation is well captured by many scholars. Tellis quotes the following: 

“In this context, augmenting Indian power is judged to be essential to U.S. interests because it permits Washington 

to “pursue a balance-of power strategy among those major rising powers and key regional states in Asia which are 

not part of the existing U.S. alliance structure—including China, India, and a currently weakened Russia,” a 

strategy that “seeks to prevent any one of these [countries] from effectively threatening the security of another [or 

that of the United States] while simultaneously preventing any combination of these [entities] from 

‘bandwagoning’ to undercut critical U.S. strategic interests in Asia.” Tellis, Ashley J.: “What Should We Expect 

from India as a Strategic Partner?”, in Sokolski Henry (ed.) (2007): Gauging US-Indian Strategic Cooperation, 

Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania, Strategic Studies Institute, p.240. 
15 Bajpai, op.cit, p.194. 
16 Raja Mohan, C.: “Raja Mandala: Nordic Cool”, The Indian Express, 17 April 2018, at 

http://indianexpress.com/articles/opinion/coloumns/narendra-modi-sweden-visit-india-foreign-policy-nordic-

countries-5139976/  
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of firing between India and Pakistani troops, and the deterioration of the communal situation in 

India, led to the collapse of diplomatic activity between the two rivals between 1994-1997.17  

 

The regional politics of South Asia assumed a new dimension with the nuclear tests of 

1998 and a series of conflicts that unfolded in the shadow of nuclear arms. The nuclear and 

missile competition of the region was not limited to India and Pakistan inasmuch as the latter‘s 

missile capability was systematically developed by China (with North Korea contributing 

through Beijing), and India, arguably receiving assistance from Israel. Russian technological 

partnership was crucial for India in her defence modernization drive that included the 

development of a range of surface-to-surface missiles.18   

The inter-regional level saw both continuity and change. India-China-Pakistan relations 

evolved roughly along the Cold War pattern, with China using its relations with Pakistan to 

balance India, and India using the Chinese threat as its primary security rationale to acquire 

nuclear and missiles capability. The 1990s in that sense witnessed continuous Chinese 

assistance, though clandestine, to develop Pakistan‘s nuclear and missile capability and the 

continuation of strategic partnership with a clear anti-India orientation. However, the same 

period also saw several other trends. First, the 1990s witnessed rapid improvement in Sino-

Indian relations despite the Pakistani factor, and although the border dispute between India and 

China could not be resolved, tension subsided continuously as differences got reduced through 

active diplomatic means. Second, the partnership between China and Pakistan reached its limit, 

for neither the Chinese got drawn into any of South Asian crises, nor did they necessarily take 

Pakistan‘s side on the Kashmir dispute. The rise of Islamic fundamentalism and terrorism as 

global phenomena furthered widened the gap between Pakistan and China while narrowed the 

same between New Delhi and Beijing.  

5. Structural Limitations and India’s Agential Autonomy 

Despite such tectonic shifts in the international structure and India’s need to respond to them 

while seeking to attain its great power status, India has manoeuvred its locus standi in the 

unipolar international affairs through its own agency. This is clearly brought to fore by several 

factors. Broadly, these are evidenced in the continuing idea of nonalignment under the guise of 

‘strategic autonomy’, the poverty of imagination arising out of its paucity of trained 

international affairs specialists, uncertainties induced by the political compulsions of coalition 

politics, modalities of dealing with Iran’s quest for nuclear weapons, and India’s firm resistance 

to any ‘unilateral exercise of U.S. military power against recalcitrant regimes’.19  

The problem for India in gaining sufficient autonomy under unipolarity is directly 

related to its mode of exercising autonomy in the international sphere, which has largely been 

negative in the sense of staying way from super power entanglements and from for a dominated 

by the powerful. The post-Cold War reality has forced India to articulate a sense of positive 

autonomy and work out a conception of power in alignment with such a view. It pursues 

multilateralism through institutions such as the non-aligned movement, the UNCTAD, the UN 

General Assembly and the WTO though unipolarity impinges critically on the workings of these 

institutions. The logic of the system-transformation, in terms of polarity, has already turned 

some of them merely ornamental. India seeks to delicately balance by engaging the support of 

the United States where their vital interests have conveyed and exploring alternative modes to 

                                                           
17 Buzan, Barry and Wæver Ole (2003): Regions and Powers: The Structure of International Security, Cambridge, 

Cambridge University Press, p. 108. 
18 Buzan and Waever, op. cit, p. 109 
19  Ganguly, Sumit: “Think Again: India’s Rise”, Foreign Policy, 5 July 2012, at 

https://foreignpolicy.com/2012/07/05/think-again-indias-rise/ 
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push her interests where they clash with American priorities. Of course, there have been 

instances when India has bandwagoned with the US for its own security concerns, particularly 

in the crusade against terrorism. Motivated by the need for a stable Pakistan as a front-line state 

in the battle against terror, the concern that Pakistan‘s nuclear arsenals must never reach the 

hands of the terrorists, and India’s own experience on terrorism, coupled with its ambition to 

break into the ranks of an extra-regional power, India joined with the American initiative, 

despite strong pressures to the contrary. 

 

It would not be wrong to argue that Indo-US relations today constitutes the single most 

crucial foreign policy cleavage of domestic politics in India and this gravely shapes the foreign 

policy trajectory despite the compulsions of unipolarity. While the two mainstream parties, the 

Congress and the Bhartiya Janata Party (BJP) do not have fundamentally divergent orientations, 

political compulsions prevent a bipartisan and united front on the issue. The left parties are 

seriously opposed to any grand partnership with the United States, and their electoral strength 

in future may decide the extent to which they can alter the contemporary dynamic. The regional 

parties that dominate India‘s political landscape at present do not have a principled stand on the 

issue. But their electoral performance may be decisive in not so much perhaps in tilting relations 

in one way or the other, but rather in controlling the depth and spread of the relationship. If the 

immediate past is any indicator, Indo-US relations have deepened in all aspects as never before. 

Strategic, commercial, ideational and political factors have all contributed to this new-found 

partnership. The perceived common threat of terrorism, the rise of China, the attractions of 

India‘s growing market and mutual investment opportunities, the long democratic traditions, 

the need for expanded energy sources, the strengthening of the Indian diaspora in the US, add 

up to explain this transformation. It seems rather absurd that the contemporary tendency would 

be reversed quickly from India‘s end. The structural factors that undergird all major bilateral 

ties seem to obviate such a possibility.  

 

There is a belief that the two sides can create a grand partnership and achieve 

collaborative gains, though each might emphasize rather different aspects of the quest. Thus, 

India understands that this new-forged partnership is a means to preserve American dominance 

in the Asian balance of power, open greater opportunities for American companies eager to 

exploit the vast potential of a rapidly growing Indian economy, and lend evidence to the 

American version of a partnership of democratic states united by a common purpose by 

incorporating the world‘s largest functional democracy outside the western world. From the 

Indian side, the chief attraction is the transition to a great power status, which the mainstream 

believes to be impossible without the blessings of the world‘s most dominant power. There is 

undoubtedly some theoretical discomfort here; for great powers are expected to prefer 

multipolarity than unipolarity in terms of their opportunities for accumulating more power. But 

this distress melts in the face of a more abiding recognition of the durability of American 

predominance which makes the attraction of joining with the source of power, rather than 

opposing it, far higher [and less costly] for an aspiring great power like India. It is felt that 

issues and areas where India would want to project this power are consistent with US interests 

or, definitely, would not contradict them.  

 

While the power competition between India and China seems inevitable given their 

geopolitical assets and the unresolved territorial disputes, this rivalry would have to be managed 

in a world of interdependent ties and economic linkages of a myriad kind, where the spoils 

would have to be carefully invested into the relationship to ensure that none of the players 

succeed in leverages the benefits unilaterally. This is an exceedingly complex challenge for 

both the states and the great power potential of India would hinge significantly on how she 
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manages her relations with her sprawling and powerful northern neighbour. The increase in 

India’s power is likely to fuel multi-dimensional competition with China, and an alliance with 

the United States is widely believed to be the most effective ploy to prevail in these areas of 

competition in the long run. Common discomfiture with China, a strong belief that militant 

Islamic fundamentalism threatens the security of both states, a mutual desire to prevent the 

benefits of nuclear weapons passing on to other states and non-state actors, and an 

unwillingness to allow multilateral institutions to discipline their nuclear weapons, further 

cement the partnership.20 This explains the idea of India being a natural ally of the United 

States, a partnership that is based not only on common geopolitical interests, but resting more 

fundamentally on shared socio-economic preferences, particularly in the ideas of the vast 

majority of Indian immigrants, who are increasingly becoming vital to the economic 

development of their homeland.  

 

This has resulted in a number of writings on Indian foreign policy regarding the 

branching of different approaches to secure India’s interests both in the immediate 

neighbourhood and beyond. The dominant forms of the post-Cold war paradigms of India’s 

foreign policy subscribe to either pragmatic or maximalist varieties of realism. It is not that 

these approaches do not share anything in common. Their economic strategy is broadly similar: 

Both support neo-liberal policies as the only panacea to India’s developmental needs. They also 

betray a clear perception of faith in India’s ability to develop as a great power, or being almost 

there, and a bold recognition of the tasks ahead to make that aspiration real. The proximate 

stimulus to the great power ambition remains the international system, and India‘s strident 

moves to develop her military and economic capabilities are a clear response to systemic 

pressures. But there are a number of critical differences between the pragmatists and the 

maximalists. First, the more common pragmatic variant advocates foreign-policy choices 

primarily in terms of systemic needs. It supports a strong defensive capability consistent with 

the nature of external threats. The maximalists in contrast harp on offensive capabilities that 

would increase the fire power of the state. Secondly, the pragmatists favour policy expediency 

and flexibility, eschewing dogmatism of all kinds. It is receptive to the idea of regional and 

international organizations but does not advocate overt dependence on them. The maximalists 

prefer policy realignments in line with India‘s new capabilities and commitments. They prefer 

tighter and regular alliances based on the pre-eminence of India‘s strategic interests. 

Maximalists are non-committal so far as regional organizations are concerned; they approve 

regionalism and international organizations if these serve as conveyer belts of India‘s 

dominance and help in more effective power projections. Third, the pragmatists emphasize 

mutual gains in diplomatic bargains, which are claimed as consistent with the realities of the 

new globalized, interdependent world. It recognizes the dual aims of a state‘s external policy – 

national security and sound economic well-being, and considers the management of the 

complex relation between these two goals to be the most vital test of strategy. Although 

maximalists are not fundamentally opposed to this line of thinking, they are visibly opposed to 

diplomatic concessions to vital security interests that betray the weakness of the state. 

Moreover, they are opposed to long drawn diplomatic efforts that tend to tie down the state to 

moderate commitments at variance with the unexceptional long-term goal of power 

maximization. While the maximalists recognize the urgency of economic well-being, they 

invariably prioritize the needs of security over economic development should they come to a 

contradiction. The maximum emphasis, however, is given to the successful implementation of 

                                                           
20  Tellis, Ashley J.: ‘China and India in Asia’, in Francine R. Frankel and Harry Harding, (eds.) (2004): The 

India-China Relationship: Rivalry and Engagement. New Delhi, Oxford University Press, pp.134-177. 
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growth-oriented, market reforms to explode the vicious cycle of destitution, ethnic violence and 

alienation.  

6. Conclusion  

The current BJP led government has sought to build India’s image as a confident, articulate and 

rising power, not merely content to respond to international developments. There has been a 

dashing upswing in diplomatic visits, summits and overall India’s participation in international 

affairs. Between 2014 and 2018, Prime Minister Modi has visited six continents and over fifty 

countries. 21  However, India still remains a rising power; hence, the structural constraints 

inherent to the international system are bound to be critical. Under the present system, India’s 

diverse ties with the US are an effort to grapple with the structural dynamics of the unipolar 

international system. It seems India perceives a mixed strategy of bandwagoning, hiding and 

soft balancing with the US to gain more prominence within the system. India’s anticipated 

power status however depends more critically on two other factors. First, it depends on how 

she manages her relations with China in the days ahead. Once again, no unilateral strategy is in 

sight. India prefers a strategy of balancing and engaging China both strategically and 

economically, depending on the nature of the issue at hand. While the cost of this complex 

strategy is somewhat subsidized by the hegemonic role of the US as holding the ring for both 

the Asian powers, there is a possibility that the hegemon might withdraw from this role in 

future. But Indian policy would still straddle between pragmatist and maximalist postures, since 

the operational costs of a unilateralist strategy is very high. The second issue concerns India’s 

challenges in the South Asian sub-continent. India’s major challenge in the neighborhood 

remains facing up to the menace of terrorism that emanates from both Afghanistan and Pakistan. 

Afghan President Ashraf Ghani had given a call for talks with the Taliban in an international 

conference in March 2018, but the latter have expressed interest only with American 

participation. A stalemate prevails at the moment.22 Pakistan is in the cusp of becoming a failed 

state with rising terrorism, fundamentalism and a massive economic crisis. India‘s record of 

managing her immediate neighbourhood is poor. And until she conceives a strategy of optimal 

returns vis-à-vis her immediate neighbours, her potential of becoming a big power will remain 

seriously constrained. Externally sponsored terrorism sustained by local or domestic roots eats 

into the vitals of the Indian state and seriously detracts from her power potential. 

 

If recent empirical trends are any indicator, there does not seem to be a possibility of a 

major deviation from the pragmatist or maximalist versions of realism in Indian foreign policy. 

In fact, the possibility of power transformation hinges critically on the relation between 

economic performance and strategic assets. Their relationship, however, is never direct. 

Economic capability provides the foundation to strategic depth. But the conversion of economic 

gains to strategic assets requires conscious policy choices. Those choices in turn depend on how 

external and domestic constraints are negotiated. The major challenge in the theoretical prisms 

hereto forth adopted on Indian foreign policy, whether the pragmatist or the realist versions, is 

that there is a lack of serious engagement with the issue of terrorism, primarily because it so 

graphically challenges the conventional levels of analysis in foreign policy studies. In a wider 

sense, the weakness of India’s foreign policy remains the insufficiency of its grand strategic 

imagination, particularly with regard to the domestic basis of order including internal security. 

As a rising power, India’s foreign policy is more concerned with structural issues and great 

powers at present. While this is fair and understandable from the standpoint of the foreign policy 

elite, the lack of attention to the domestic is a serious deficiency on the part of the academia 

since scholars have the luxury of a much larger time frame to work with in comparison with the 

                                                           
21 PM India, Official Website at  www.pmindia.gov.in/en/pm-visits/  
22 Kakkar, Harsha: “Will Afghan Peace Talks Commence?”, The Statesman, 13 March 2018, p.7 
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much shorter duration of their policy counterparts. It can be hoped that with time the pragmatists 

and the maximalists would be more attentive to India’s domestic bases of grand strategy in their 

theorizations of India’s rise, cognitive explanations and corresponding policy 

recommendations.  
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